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6.1 Business on the Internet



The Internet is a place 
for business.  

The .com domain 
extension for 
commercial 
businesses is the most 
common on the web



E-Commerce is the 
fastest-growing 
area of retailing in 
the world and 
some estimates 
predict 1 in 5 malls 
in the US will close 
in the next 10 years





Limitations of 
bandwidth, security, 
and trusted payment 
and delivery services 
have opened the door 
to increased business 
on the Web



6.2 Business and Competition



While the Internet is a 
great place for 
business, not all 
business models are 
working equally well.



For Internet  user 
service sites like 
social networking, 
search engines, and 
media sites, 
advertising remains 
as the primary 
source of revenue



• Subscriptions - 
Many people still 
resist paying for 
information access 
online. “Should be 
free”



• Advertising - Works 
for the most popular 
and sophisticated 
sites.  Others not so 
much 

• Retail sales are 
growing but profits 
are still limited



Disintermediation

Cutting out middlemen increases producer profits



Many businesses, 
including media, some 
social networks, and 
subscription services 
still struggle online



6.3 Common Business Internet 
Transactions



Let’s briefly look at 
some common things 
businesses and their 
customers do on the 
Internet and how they 
work



Credit card 
transactions are 
common but still 
present some 
aspect of risk of 
identity theft



• Auction sites need 
both secure 
payment methods 
and secure delivery 
to gain customers’ 
trust



• Sites often store 
customer 
information on/near 
their websites, 
making them targets 
for hacking



• Web retailers often 
work with delivery 
companies and sell 
merchandise on 
consignment, 
adding to their 
complexity



Crashing the Database

Airlines and other 
businesses that 
operate large 
interactive 
databases online 
MUST ensure that 
the systems can 
handle the traffic





• If you store customer 
data on/near your 
website, always have 
serious security 

• If you have a large 
online database, test 
it at massive loads 
and plan for rapid 
recovery



• When you design 
your online store, 
test the website to 
make sure it is 
compatible with all 
browsers



Most online 
businesses have 
stable operations with 
reasonable security 
and disaster recovery.  
But not all…



6.4 Threats and Opportunities Online



The WWW offers 
businesses some 
amazing opportunities 
but it can also be a 
scary place.  



• Disintermediation 
lets you lower costs 
to the customer but 
you also lose the 
services of those 
intermediaries



• The ability to reach a 
global audience means 
more opportunities for 
sales but more 
competition as well 

• If it is easier for your 
customers to find you, 
it is also easier for 
criminals to do the 
same thing



Intellectual Property

Software piracy is 
the most common 
way to have your 
intellectual 
property rights 
violated online



Hacked credit 
cards cause a loss 
of customer trust.  
If you are a bank, 
it’s even worse.



Online retailing and 
other businesses are 
growing and 
globalizing faster than 
any other element of 
business.  Staying out 
is not an option



6.5 The Likely Future of E-Commerce



No one knows the 
future but we can 
still make some 
educated guesses  



Can the Past Predict the Future?



• Increasing 
globalization and 
disintermediation 

• Increasingly 
effective law 
enforcement



• Expanded video and 
data offerings as 
bandwidths increase 

• Seamless 
integration into 
other aspects of our 
lives - “The Internet 
of things”



Two of the largest 
search engines are 
already 
international and 
China has the 
fastest-growing 
online retail scene 

Globalization





Disintermediation

Cutting out middlemen reduces customer costs

An ongoing opportunity to increase  
producers’ profits



Law Enforcement

As online business 
grows, the demand for 
laws and legal 
protection is 
expanding.  



Bandwidth

Better 
transmission 
technology 
means more 
bandwidth and 
the market will 
rise to fill that 
capacity 



E-Commerce and Life

Many of us will never 
shop the same way 
again


